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(a) That the City of Hamilton enter into a 25 year Marina Management Agreement
with the Hamilton Port Authority (HPA) for the management, operation and
maintenance of the City-owned marina facility, located within the Main Basin of
Piers 7 and 8, as described in Report CM12015(b);

(b) That the Mayor and the City Clerk be authorized and directed to execute the
Marina Management Agreement between the City of Hamilton and the Hamilton
Port Authority, together with all necessary associated documents, in a form
satisfactory to the City Solicitor and with content acceptable to the City Manager;

(d)

(c) That the forecast capital funding in the amounts of $3,000,000 (2015) and
$4,400,000 (2016) for the proposed marina (dock, dock finger, boat slip
replacement etc.)  and  associated servicing  and  shoreline rehabilitation
requirements, to be completed by the City of Hamilton, pursuant to the "Marina
Management Agreement", be approved in-principle;

That staff be directed and authorized to communicate and submit the City's
comprehensive "West Harbouf' development plan, to provincial and federal
governments and their respective funding agencies, as a priority investment
project(s) for the City of Hamilton.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the course of successive terms of Council, the "Waterfront and Shoreline" have
been identified in Council's Strategic Plan and identified as key focus areas, resulting in
a series of plans and projects that when implemented, will achieve the long-established
redevelopment and recreational goals for the Waterfront areas that will benefit the City
as a whole.

The Waterfront remains one of Hamilton's strategic priorities and involves enhancing
the City and its image by providing clean and sustainable parks, recreational spaces,
trails, and amenities for all residents of the City. Building upon this legacy, the City has
taken a clear focus on finding ways to draw private-sector investment into the "West
Harbouf', the North-End, and the Downtown core. The lands of Piers 7 and 8 have long
been seen as prime areas to attract private-sector mixed-use residential and
commercial developments that will lead to increased use of the area for residents and
businesses alike.

To unlock this potential however, a concrete resolution to the long-standing lease
arrangement between the Hamilton Port Authority (HPA) and the City of Hamilton on the
vital Piers 7 and 8 lands has needed to be found. Although owned by the City since the
year 2000, these lands have remained undeveloped due to two leases, the last of which
doesn't expire until 2025.

Recognizing the vital importance of the Piers 7 and 8 lands and the multiple benefits
derived from developing this area, City Council and the City's Senior Management
Team, incorporated the following specific direction as Item 1.3 (iii) to the 2012-2015
Strategic Plan:

Negotiate the early termination of land leases for Piers 7 & 8 with the
Hamilton Port Authority

Over the course of the past three years, City staff have proceeded with a series of
complex negotiations with the HPA in an effort to achieve the outcome envisioned in the
Strategic Plan.

The purpose of this report is to obtain approval to enter into a "Marina Management
Agreement' with the HPA for the operation and maintenance of the City-owned marina
facility, located within the Main Basin of Piers 7 and 8, for the time period of January 1,
2015 to December 31, 2039. As a direct result of this "Marina Management Agreemenf',
the City of Hamilton will immediately achieve the formal transfer of the lands located on
Piers 7 and 8. This will allow for the phased implementation of the City's Waterfront Re-
Development plans, that when fully built-out, facilitates over $500,000,000 worth of
private-sector investment and $7,500,000 in new municipal tax revenue per year on the
Pier 8 lands alone.
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On April 24, 2013, City Council approved Item 4 of the General Issues Committee
Report 13-009 and passed the following resolution:

(a) That Appendix  "A"  to  Report  CM12015(a)  entitled  "Memorandum  of
Understanding (MOU) Re: Long-Term Marina and Boat Storage Management
Agreement & Piers 7-8 Lease Transfer & Partial Early Termination" between the
City of Hamilton and the Hamilton Port Authority (HPA), be approved;

(b) That the Mayor and City Manager be authorized and directed to execute the
"Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Re: Long-Term Marina and Boat
Storage Management Agreement & Piers 7-8 Lease Transfer & Partial Early
Termination", between the City of Hamilton and the Hamilton Port Authority
(HPA), in a form satisfactory to the City Solicitor;

(c) That the Capital Funding for the proposed shoreline, wavebreak, and current
boat slip replacement be approved in principle, and be allocated throughout the
2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 Capital Budgets, with staff reporting back in 2013 on
a financing strategy;

(d) That staff be directed to seek out all funding options available including: direct
and indirect City of Hamilton sources, public-private partnerships, as well as
assessing other provincial or federal funding sources, and report back with
options; and,

(e) That the City Manager be directed to prepare a formal "Management
Agreement", for presentation to the General Issues Committee (GIC), between
the City of Hamilton and the Hamilton Port Authority (HPA), respecting the Long-
term Marina and Boat Storage Operations and the Piers 7 and 8 Lease Transfer
and Partial Early Termination, based upon the terms, conditions and intent of the
"Memorandum of Understanding" (MOU) (Appendix "A"), in a form satisfactory to
the City Solicitor.

Based on the April 24, 2013 City Council approval of subsection (e) above, the City
Manager appointed a staff team to lead the negotiations with the HPA.  This team
consisted of staff from the Planning and Economic Development Department; the Public
Works Department, and the Corporate Services Department, with support from the
Legal Services Division.  These negotiations were based on the Council direction,
including the "MOU" approved by Council on April 24, 2013, which appears as Appendix
"A" to Report CM12015(b).

The results of these negotiations are being formalized into a "Marina Management
Agreement' and will be referred to as the MMA throughout this Report.
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In general terms, the MMA, formalizes and elaborates the original objectives and intent
of the MOU, approved by City Council on April 24, 2013 as follows:

It allows the City of Hamilton to immediately achieve the formal transfer of the
lands located on Piers 7 and 8 from the HPA to the City of Hamilton, with no
further direct compensation being paid by the City;

It addresses many of the long-term operational issues relating to the City of
Hamilton's marina and boat storage businesses currently located on Piers 7 and
8, by clearly identifying a transition process, as well as assigning clear lines of
responsibility for the capital and operational requirements;

It addresses long-standing shoreline and public-space infrastructure deficiencies
within the City-owned Piers 7 and 8 area, that were identified and scoped at the
time of the Settlement Agreement with the HPA in the year 2000;

It balances the financial investments required in a manner that is financially
responsible to both parties, by assigning them based on the benefit derived;

It balances the City of Hamilton's long-term vision of re-developing the "West
Harbour" by creating a greater sense of place and community; as envisioned in
both the "Setting Sail" Secondary Plan and the West Harbour Waterfront
Recreation Master Plan (WHWRMP), with the strengths and desire of the HPA to
create diverse economic opportunities for the City as a whole; and,

It directly facilitates an estimated $500,000,000 in private-sector investment that
will generate an estimated $7,500,000 in direct municipal taxes per year, at full
build-out.

The MMA was designed and negotiated as a complete and comprehensive document
that will guide the long-term relationship between the City of Hamilton and the HPA.

The "Analysis" section of this Report (beginning on Page 15 of 21) outlines the specific
details of the main elements of the MMA itself.

On balance, City staff believe that the MMA is consistent with both the Council direction
and the intent of the original "Memorandum of Understanding" approved by Council on
April 24, 2013.

The MMA represents a true balance among varying interests. It clearly allows for the
implementation of key Waterfront Re-Development opportunities, which have been
adopted as part of the Strategic Plan. It also represents an opportunity to ensure that
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the City's marina and boat storage operations are sustainable for the long-term and are
managed in a consistent manner.

By clarifying the capital and operating responsibilities of each party, the MMA does so in
a manner that is financially responsible to the City of Hamilton, while at the same time
assigns the various financial responsibilities and obligations in a consistent rationale
based on the benefit derived by each Party.

HPA staff have confirmed that the main elements of the MMA have been presented to
the Hamilton Port Authority Board of Directors on December 4th, 2013 and the following
direction was approved:

"The board approves, in principle, the terms and conditions of the Marina
Management Agreement, subject to review and recommendation of the draft
agreement by legal counsel, and a memorandum of agreement with The City
respecting the lands to be leased on Pier 22."

Formal approval of the MMA is required by the HPA Board of Directors once the final
version is completed.

Although outlined in greater detail within the "Financial Implications" section of this
Report (beginning on Page 5 of 23 of this Report), staff recommendation (c) seeks GIC
Capital Budget approval in-principle for the proposed Capital Funding of the current
boat slip replacement and shoreline rehabilitation as part of the 2015-2017 Capital
Budgets, as previously detailed in the 2014-2024 Capital Budget Forecast, as adopted
by Council as part 6 of the 2014 Capital Budget process. These costs are estimated to
be in the amount of $7,400,000.

Lastly, staff recognizes that to date, the funding options explored have concentrated
heavily upon direct investment by the City and the HPA. Building upon the April 24,
2013 Council resolution, staff continue to recommend exploring all potential funding
options including public-private partnerships and assessing other provincial or federal
funding sources.

Alternatives for Consideration - See Page 21

FINANCIAL - STAFFING - LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

Financial:

The MMA identifies and assigns clear areas of financial responsibility that will have a
financial impact to the City of Hamilton in future years. The following represents some
of the key financial implications that will take effect upon the execution of the MMA:
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1.    City of Hamilton Capital Cost Commitments

Through the MMA, the City and the HPA formalize the commitments made in the
MOU which clearly stated that the City of Hamilton would be responsible to
repair, replace, and/or refurbish the current City-owned infrastructure and make
capital improvements to the existing marina.

Specifically, these improvements fall into the following general categories:

i.  Replacement of the Existing City-owned "Breakwater" Structure

As part of the WHWRMP process, it was determined that the existing
"Breakwater" structure protecting the City-owned shoreline and marina within the
Main Basin was at the end of its useful lifespan, and therefore the replacement of
this structure was included as part of the Council adopted WHWRMP. Following
this direction, City staff proceeded with an Environmental Assessment (EA) for
the "Breakwater" structure, and has subsequently received final approval.

This project was identified and approved for $5,200,000 as project ID
5181206222 within the 2012 and 2013 Capital Budgets and staff do not
anticipate any further Capital Budget pressure for this structure.

ii.  Restoration and Replacement of the existing City-owned Shoreline
within the Pier 5-8 Main Basin Area

Within the WHWRMP, the Main Basin is the anticipated heart of the harbour, with
the majority of commercial uses and programmable plaza space as the focal
point and gateway to the waterfront. This Master Plan was designed to provide
for a balance between recreational and boating activities on the waterfront, and
specialty commercial development that will promote season-long and year-round
enjoyment and appreciation of the waterfront.

As part of the WHWRMP process, it was determined that many portions of the
existing City-owned shoreline are beyond their useful lifespan and are in need of
major repair and/or rehabilitation.  Years of weather related and wave-action
"wear-and-tear" and minimal capital re-investment have played a factor in its
current state of varying degrees of critical infrastructure failure.

These projects were included as part of the Council adopted WHWRMP and
subsequently have been planned and phased within the 2014-2018 Capital
Budget Forecasts, with a total cost estimate of $13,100,000 for the total shoreline
improvements within the Main Basin.
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The MMA between the City and the HPA identifies that any and all repair and/or
rehabilitation of the shoreline is the financial responsibility of the City. However,
although the MMA outlines the City's intention to implement these shoreline
improvements in the coming years, the MMA does not contain any obligation on
the City's part to the degree or the timing at which these plans are to be
implemented.

The MMA is focussed solely on the assets directly related to the marina and its
operations, meaning that there is only minimal investment required for the City to
meet its obligations under the MMA. Staff estimate that the financial obligation of
the MMA is estimated at approximately $2,800,000, all of which has been
identified within the 2014-2018 Council approved Capital Budget Forecast.

iii. Replacement and Upgrades to the Current and Existing "City-owned"
Marina Assets

As part of the WHWRMP process, it was determined that the existing City-owned
marina assets (e.g. docks, dock fingers, boat slips, and servicing) within the Main
Basin were also at the end of their useful lifespan, and therefore the replacement
of these structures was included as part of the Council adopted WHWRMP.
These projects have a total cost estimate of $6,000,000.

$1,388,000 of this total was approved as part of the 2014 Capital Budget, with
the remaining $4,600,000 identified within the Council approved 2015-2018
Capital Budget Forecast.

In summary, all costs associated under the terms of the MMA were identified in the
2014-2024 Capital Budget Forecast (Report FCS13096). Staff are recommending that
these specified projects be approved in-principle and continue to be reflected in future
Capital Budget Forecasts.

2.    HPA Maintenance and Capital Cost Commitments

The MMA also commits and obligates the HPA to several key financial
responsibilities both in the short-term, long-term, and throughout the entire term
of the Agreement, including but not limited to:

i,  Cost of Maintenance of the Marina Assets in the Main Basin

The HPA will be responsible to manage and maintain the marina facility, which
includes all the facilities, buildings, equipment, breakwater structures, slips, land
and any other structure, feature or aspect of the marina.
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Maintenance obligations include all seasonal and day-to-day maintenance and
repairs required to maintain the marina in keeping with best marina practices.
For the purposes of clarity, the MMA specifies that all such costs up to and
including the threshold amount of $75,000 per item, is the responsibility of the
HPA.

ii. Capital Cost - Expansion of the Number of Slips Within the Main Basin

A key element of the WHWRP was to provide for the opportunity to increase the
recreational and boating activities within the Main Basin through a considerable
expansion over time. The plan calls for an expansion of the marina over time. At
the time, the capital cost of this future expansion was calculated as part of the
approved WHWRMP.

As part of this MMA however, the HPA will now be responsible to pay 100
percent of the capital cost for any increase in the number of slips within the Main
Basin, which includes but not limited to the capital, operation, and maintenance
costs associated with the development and construction of this expansion.
Although the HPA will require City approval prior to any expansion, the City is not
responsible for any of the costs incurred. This represents significant capital cost
avoidance as part of the WHWRMP.

iii. Boat Storage Facility

Again, a key element of the WHWRP was to ensure the future viability of the
boating clubs and marina within the Main Basin, and therefore the City would be
responsible for finding a solution for a new boat storage facility for the marina. At
the time, the capital and land costs for this future relocation and expansion of the
boat storage facility was calculated as part of the approved WHWRMP.

As part of this MMA however, in the event that the boat storage facility is re-
located, the HPA agrees to pay for 100 percent of the capital costs for the new
boat storage facility. As well, the HPA will be responsible for all maintenance and
capital improvement costs for this re-located boat storage facility. Although the
HPA will require City approval for this re-location, the City is not responsible for
any of the costs incurred. This represents significant capital cost avoidance as
part of the WHRMP.

3.    City to participate in Profit Sharing on any Expanded Marina Boat Slips

As part of the original MOU, the HPA collects 100 percent of the revenue of the
existing boat storage and slip revenue generated from the approximately 300
existing slips, and the retains any and all net profit or loss.
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But as part of the MMA, the parties agree to share equally (50 percent/50
percent), the annual Net Operating Profit obtained through the expansion of the
marina. Both parties believe that the formula established is equitable and that it
satisfies the intent of the MOU.

4.    MMA Facilitates the Re-Development of the Pier 8 Lands

Aside from the specific details of the marina and the marina operations, the MMA
is the key to facilitating the future land development and re-development of the
Piers 7-8 area. Since the year 2000, these lands have been owned by the City of
Hamilton, but the lands have been unavailable for development opportunities due
to the long term leases to the HPA. The MMA provides for the early termination
of these leases and for upfront municipal investment in City-owned infrastructure
in the short-term, that will add value to the existing City-owned lands. This will
facilitate an estimated $500,000,000 in private-sector investment that will
generate an estimated $7,500,000 in direct municipal taxes per year, at full build-
out. Indirectly, this will also result in thousands of construction jobs, permanent
jobs, and an increase in assessment values within the entire "West Harbour"
area.

1 Implications for the Royal Hamilton Yacht Club

It should be noted that although the MMA alters the RHYC's historical operational
structure within the Main Basin, the MMA was sensitive to ensure financial
sustainability and revenue growth opportunities to the RHYC were available for
the long-term.

With respect to the RHYC, this new operational structure does not affect their
annual operating revenues. As part of the MMA, the RHYC have been
guaranteed the right to solely manage 58 existing boat slips on behalf of the
City. Moreover, they have also been provided the opportunity to expand their
managed slips by an additional 42 sometime in the future at their Capital costs,
which will bring their total managed slips to approximately 100.

Staffing:

Report CM12015(b) has no immediate staffing impacts.

Legal:

The MMA has been drafted by and with the advice of Legal Services staff.
Recommendation (a) and (b) of Report CM12015(b) states:
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(a) That the City of Hamilton enter into a 25 year Marina Management Agreement
with the Hamilton Port Authority (HPA) for the management, operation and
maintenance of the City-owned marina facility, located within the Main Basin of
Piers 7 and 8, as described in Report CM12015(b);

(b) That the Mayor and the City Clerk be authorized and directed to execute the
Marina Management Agreement between the City of Hamilton and the Hamilton
Port Authority, together with all necessary associated documents, in a form
satisfactory to the City Solicitor and with content acceptable to the City Manager;

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

On October 26, 2000, a series of negotiations resulted in the City of Hamilton and the
HPA (formerly known as the Hamilton Harbour Commissioners), signing a historic
Agreement, settling several long-standing issues of disagreement between the two
parties. The "Agreement" covered a wide-ranging set of issues, including a key element
that established that the ownership of the lands known as Piers 7 and 8 would be
transferred to the City of Hamilton. In exchange for this ownership status, the City of
Hamilton agreed to allow the HPA to continue to use Piers 7 and 8 through two ground
leases. The first expires in 2015, and the second lease expires in 2025. These two
leases included the lands themselves, as well as the day-to-day operation of the marina
and boat storage businesses located on these lands, which is commonly known as
"Harbour West". Since the time of the "Agreement", the HPA has continued to operate
both of these businesses, as well as a variety of other uses within the lands.

As the 2015 end-date for the first lease approached, the City Manager, along with
several members of senior City of Hamilton staff, began discussions late in 2009, with
senior HPA staff, regarding the future of the leases for Piers 6, 7 and 8, as well as the
future of both the marina and boat storage business units. Over the course of these
early discussions, staff from both sides started to develop a "framework" for future
discussions, which could be used as terms and conditions for a potential agreement
moving forward.

On October 12, 2011, City Council passed the following resolution entitled "Hamilton
Waterfront Priorities":

(a)

(b)

That staff be directed and authorized to begin discussions with the Hamilton Port
Authority (HPA), with the objective of a formal agreement transferring the lands
consisting of Piers 7 and 8, to the City of Hamilton immediately;
That staff report back to Council in the 4th quarter of 2011 with a recommended
"framework" for these discussions;
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(c)

(d)

(e)

That staff be directed and authorized to commence key studies that will
accelerate the public and private sector development of Piers 5, 6, 7 and 8,
including but not limited to issues of site servicing, geo-technical, soils,
remediation, as well as development phasing, marketability, and valuation;
That staff be authorized to fund these studies from the "Waterfront Development
Corporation" Capital Budget; and,
That staff report back by the 4th quarter of 2011 with a comprehensive 2012
Work Plan for the development of the waterfront precinct.

On August 16, 2012, City Council approved Item 20 of the GIC Report 12-021 "Letter of
Understanding between the Hamilton Port Authority Regarding Piers 7 and 8", and
passed the following resolution:

(a)

(b)

(c)

That Report CM12015, respecting the Letter of Understanding with the Hamilton
Port Authority (HPA) regarding Piers 7 and 8, be received;
That the City Manager be directed to provide a copy of Report CM12015, as
amended, respecting the Letter of Understanding with the Hamilton Port
Authority (HPA) regarding Long-term Marina and Boat Storage Operating
Agreement and the Piers 7 and 8 Lease Transfer and Partial Early Termination to
the President and Chief Executive Officer of the Hamilton Port Authority (HPA);
and,
That the City Manager be directed to prepare a formal Memorandum of
Understanding MOU, between the City of Hamilton and the Hamilton Port
Authority (HPA), respecting the Long-term Marina and Boat Storage Operating
Agreement and the Piers 7 and 8 Lease Transfer and Partial Early Termination,
based upon the terms, conditions and intent of the July 24, 2012 letter to the
Hamilton Port Authority (HPA), in a form satisfactory to the City Solicitor, and
report back to the General Issues Committee (GIC) by October 2012.

On April 24, 2013, City Council approved of Item 4 of GIC Report 13-009 and passed
the following resolution:

(a)

(b)

(c)

That Appendix  "A"  to  Report  CM12015(a)  entitled  "Memorandum  of
Understanding (MOU) Re: Long-Term Marina and Boat Storage Management
Agreement & Piers 7-8 Lease Transfer & Partial Early Termination" between the
City of Hamilton and the Hamilton Port Authority (HPA), be approved;
That the Mayor and City Manager be authorized and directed to execute the
"Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Re: Long-Term Marina and Boat
Storage Management Agreement & Piers 7-8 Lease Transfer & Partial Early
Termination", between the City of Hamilton and the Hamilton Port Authority
(HPA), in a form satisfactory to the City Solicitor;
That the Capital Funding for the proposed shoreline, wavebreak, and current
boat slip replacement be approved in principle, and be allocated throughout the
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(d)

(e)

2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 Capital Budgets, with staff reporting back in 2013 on
a financing strategy;
That staff be directed to seek out all funding options available including: direct
and indirect City of Hamilton sources, public-private partnerships, as well as
assessing other provincial or federal funding sources, and report back with
options; and,
That the City Manager be directed to prepare a formal "Management
Agreement", for presentation to the General Issues Committee (GIC), between
the City of Hamilton and the Hamilton Port Authority (HPA), respecting the Long-
term Marina and Boat Storage Operations and the Piers 7 and 8 Lease Transfer
and Partial Early Termination, based upon the terms, conditions and intent of the
"Memorandum of Understanding" (MOU) (Appendix "A"), in a form satisfactory to
the City Solicitor.

The City Manager appointed a staff team to lead the negotiations with the Hamilton Port
Authority (HPA).  This team consisted of staff from the Planning and Economic
Development; the Public Works Department, and the Corporate Services Department,
with support from the Legal Services Division.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND LEGISLATED REQUIREMENTS

"Setting Sail" Secondary Plan:

The Setting Sail Secondary Plan (the Secondary Plan) was approved by Council in
March 2005 and was subsequently appealed to the Ontario Municipal Board.  A
decision (By-law 12-163 and By-law 12-164) on the CN Rail Appeal was issued by the
Ontario Municipal Board on June 26, 2012. The final decision on the Secondary Plan
was issued by the Ontario Municipal Board on December 27, 2012. The Secondary
Plan establishes the framework for future development, public improvements and
private investment in the West Harbour.

One of the goals of the Secondary Plan is to create a diverse, balanced and animated
waterfront and therefore the policies encourage a broad mix of uses for the waterfront,
including cultural, commercial and recreational with the purpose of providing a greater
range of attractions year-round.

Under the current Secondary Plan designations for Piers 7 and 8 lands, a range of uses
including retail, residential, open space and institutional are permitted. Some of these
lands are designated Medium Density Residential 2. This designation permits a density
of 150-300 units per gross hectare and includes multiple dwellings, apartment buildings
and street townhouses.
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By its nature, "Setting Sail" establishes the general land use for the area, and would not
be affected by the ownership structure of the lands themselves, or by the operational
structure of the marina and boat storage business.

West Harbour Waterfront Recreation Master Plan ("WHWRMP" or the "Master
Plan"):

The WHWRMP aims to define and clarify planning design guidelines that will guide and
shape development of the buildings and landscapes of the West Harbour for the
foreseeable future. The recreational Master Plan establishes a waterfront vision which
builds upon the City of Hamilton's "Setting Sail" policies. The Master Plan contains
policies and principles relating to design guidelines, architecture, waterfront precincts
and implementation.

The study area encompassed approximately 30 hectares (73 acres) over a 4.7
kilometer stretch of waterfront.  The study area included the waterfront lands along
Hamilton's West Harbour from Bayfront Park to Pier 7, as well as two major waterfront
open space areas: Bayfront Park and Pier 4 Park.  The Master Plan's waterfront
precincts include Bayfront Park, Macassa Bay, Pier 4 Park, the Main Basin, and
Bayview Park, and provide direction for the development of the waterfront based on the
following key ideas; public access along the water's edge, waterfront trail, vibrant and
active spaces and coherence, consistency, and space.

The Main Basin is the anticipated heart of the harbour with the majority of commercial
uses and programmable plaza space. The Main Basin is to be the focal point and
gateway to the waterfront. A continuous boardwalk will provide connections to the other
more recreationally focused precincts. The Master Plan provides for a balance between
recreational and boating activities on the waterfront, and specialty commercial that will
promote season-long and year-round enjoyment and appreciation of the waterfront.

The Master Plan was born from principles that relate to the recreational and
environmental functions of the West Harbour waterfront.  These principles include
providing a range of boating facilities, balancing public access with marine activities,
minimizing paved areas, encouraging sharing of boating facilities, and ensuring the
safety of all waterfront users.

At the May 10, 2010, Committee of the Whole meeting, staff presented the "Hamilton
West Harbour Waterfront Recreation Master Plan" to Council (Report PW09004a) and
passed the following resolution:

(a) That the Hamilton West Harbour Waterfront Recreation Master Plan, April 14,
2010, be received;
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(b)

(c)

That the Hamilton West Harbour Waterfront Recreation Master Plan be referred
to the General Manager, Planning and Economic Development Department for
review and development of an appropriate OPA and implementing Zoning By-
Law; and,
That the consideration of an architectural review board for West Harbour
waterfront development be referred to the City Manager's office for contemplation
in conjunction with the Waterfront Development Corporation.

RELEVANT CONSULTATION

0

0

0

0

0

City Manager's Office;
Community Services, Office of the General Manager;
Corporate Services Department, Financial Planning and Policy;
Corporate Services Department, Office of the General Manager;
Planning and Economic Development Department, Planning;
Public Works Department, Corporate Assets and Strategic Planning;
Hamilton Port Authority;
Royal Hamilton Yacht Club; and,
Hamilton Waterfront Trust.

ANALYSIS AND RATIONAL FOR RECOMMENDATION

Staff wanted to ensure the MMA was as comprehensive as possible; and therefore the
negotiations were segmented into several specific areas.  The Executive Summary
section of this Report contains a general analysis of the overall recommendations, and
the following is a brief description of the agreed to framework for each:

Term

The Term of the Agreement runs from the January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2039, with
an option to renew for an additional 25 year term, subject to terms and conditions
acceptable to both the City and the HPA.

Based on the seasonality of the marina business, the Parties agreed to a defined
"Transition Period" that will take effect from the date of execution until December 31,
2014. The purpose of the Transition Period is to provide time for both of the parties to
transition operations smoothly.

Surrender and Termination of Existing Ground Leases for Piers 7 and 8

Upon the execution of the MMA, the HPA agrees to an immediate early termination of
all existing land-leases on Piers 7 and 8 between the City and the HPA, which were part
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of the year 2000 Settlement Agreement. The MMA clearly provides that there will be no
direct financial compensation from the City for this early termination.

Pier 22 Lease

The original MOU stated that in consideration of the early termination of the existing
year 2000 Settlement Agreement Ground Leases for Piers 7 and 8, the City agrees to
lease, approximately five acres of City-owned land on Pier 22 to the HPA, for economic
development purposes, for a nominal amount per year, for a period of 25 years. This
lease will increase revenues to the City by way of business permit fees and new
property taxes.

Since the lands on Pier 22 are still in the process of being remediated and the Parties
have not established the final location and arrangement of the lands to be leased, the
MMA states that the lease for Pier 22 will be forthcoming as a separate lease
agreement within one year's time of the execution of the MMA.

Grant of Licences and Rights of Subleases to the HPA

Over the years, the HPA has sublet various parts of the Piers 7 and 8 lands to third
parties through formal subleases. As part of the original MOU, it was agreed that the
Ontario Sailing School (OSA) and Brewer's Marine (Brewer's) Subleases would
continue to be managed by the HPA.  The MMA therefore assigns the rights and
management of these two leases to the HPA, where they will continue to collect and
retain all rents, and shall manage the OSA and Brewer's Subleases on behalf of the
City.

Regardless, the HPA shall not vary or modify the terms of these Subleases or offer any
renewals to them, without the express written approval of the City. This also outlines
the right of the City to terminate the leases. Upon the execution of the MMA all of the
other subleases at Piers 7 and 8 (excluding the OSA and Brewer's Subleases) will be
assigned to the City, and that the City will retain all revenue attributed to the existing
sub-leases remaining on the Piers 7 and 8 lands. The City will also control any of the
renewal terms of the other existing subleases.

As part of the negotiation process, City staff were given copies of all subleases, have
reviewed the terms of the subleases, and are working towards having the subleases
assigned to the City. In addition, the MMA also identifies the process whereby the City
may require the relocation or termination of the OSA and Brewer's Subleases to permit
development opportunities.
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Management Agreement Oversight - Contract Administrator

The MMA sets out a clear structure that provides direct City oversight on the operations
of the City-owned marina and the Agreement itself. A Contract Administrator, will be
appointed by the City's General Manager, Public Works Department, and will closely
administer the MMA to ensure the terms and conditions are carried out as intended, as
well as report on various matters, including but not limited to marina planning, operating,
and development.

The Contract Administrator will have access to and may inspect the Marina, including
the premises, buildings, facilities, equipment and vehicles being used for the services.
The MMA also allows for the City to have access for the purpose of construction or
installing collateral works within the marina area. The HPA shall designate a senior
level employee as the HPA Contract Representative who will be responsible for overall
contract management and who will work regularly with the City's Contract Administrator.

This section was critical to the negotiation process as it ensures clarification of the roles
and responsibilities of each Party, thereby addressing a point of contention that has
existed between the Parties in the years after the year 2000 Settlement.  These
oversight provisions along with other key sections that provide additional clarity on roles
and responsibilities, combined with an extensive dispute resolution provision have been
designed to limit on-going disputes of interpretation throughout the Agreement.

Operation, Maintenance and Management of Marina

Although the MMA is clear that the HPA operates and manages the marina throughout
the term, the Agreement also spells out the responsibility of the HPA to maintain the
assets throughout the term as well. The HPA shall be responsible for continuously and
diligently maintaining the Marina and Boat Storage Facility to meet or exceed
comparable industry standards. In an effort to further define a maintenance protocol,
the City will develop within the first year of operation and provide to the HPA, a detailed
maintenance and operating manual that will establish objective standards and
procedures.

Slip Rentals

As per the original MOU, the MMA identifies that the HPA will manage approximately
300 existing boat slips, and will be given the opportunity to expand by constructing
additional slips within the Main Basin. As part of the overall Servicing Studies for the
Piers 5-8 lands, the City has already commenced a functional marina design plan to be
developed that will set the final slip capacity and configuration.
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The HPA agrees that any additional slips, as part of the marina expansion, will be
constructed at the HPA's sole cost, including all design, capital and maintenance costs
throughout the term of the Agreement.

The MMA also clearly recognizes the fact that the HPA currently operates alongside the
RHYC, which at present, manages and operates approximately 58 existing slips on
behalf of the City of Hamilton. The Agreement specifies that this relationship between
the City and the RHYC will continue, and that the RHYC will also be given the
opportunity to develop up to 42 new slips with the "Main Basin", the capital and
maintenance cost of which will be the responsibility of the City and/or the RHYC (to be
negotiated at a future date), and will be formalized through a future lease between the
City and the RHYC.

Understanding there is a current and future demand within the Main Basin for slips to be
used by transient boat visitors, the MMA also provides for the availability of temporary
boat slips for these purposes.

Triggers for Expansion

As part of the overarching principles of the MMA, both parties agree that the
improvement and expansion of the marina is an integral goal and as such, it was
important to ensure the Agreement provided an objective framework that would guide
the decision making process and the timing with respect to future expansion.

The parties have agreed to cost-share a market study, conducted by a reputable third
party consulting firm, within the first three years to determine the need for possible
expansion of the marina.

If in the opinion of such consulting firm, there is a supportive business case, the HPA
agrees to proceed with such expansion within one year of receiving the market study.
The Parties further agree that future studies will be conducted approximately every
three years, until expansion of the marina is complete.

It is important to note that the HPA shall pay 100 percent of the costs for any expansion
to the marina, including the increase in the number of slips within the Main Basin.

Revenue Sharing of Expansion Slips

As stated in the MOU and now incorporated into the MMA, the HPA shall collect 100
percent of the revenue of the existing boat storage and slip revenue generated from the
approximately 300 existing slips, and the HPA shall retain any net profit or net loss.
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But the MOU also established the principle that there would be some element of profit
sharing as a result of any expansion that takes place to the marina. The MMA states
that the City and the HPA will share the expanded slips Net Qperating Profit equally.

Both parties believe that the calculation of revenues and expansion slip expenses are
equitable and that it satisfies the intent of the MOU.

Boat Storage Facility

The MMA states that the Boat Storage Facility is an integral component of the overall
marina business.  Both Parties recognize that the business operations of a marina
include business that is conducted on the water (via Slip rentals and other services) and
a boat storage facility to store boats during the off-season. An integral component of this
Agreement is to promote the viability of the overall marina business.

In a manner consistent with the current marina operations, the boat storage facility will
be tied directly to the operations of the marina facilities, so that the two operations go
"hand-in-hand".

The Agreement calls for the current boat storage facility to remain intact and in-place on
Piers 7 and 8, as currently configured for the short-term, but it also includes a "Boat
Storage Relocation" clause that would allow the City and the HPA to relocate it with a
reasonable two year notice period.

Relating to the costs of such relocation, the MMA clearly states that all costs of this
relocation (including land acquisition, legal, and real estate costs) and/or development
of a new boat storage facility shall be the sole responsibility of the HPA.

Also the HPA will be solely responsible for all future maintenance and capital
improvements of the relocated boat storage facility (including its fixtures, chattels and
buildings). For clarity, this means that the City shall not have any capital improvement
responsibilities to the HPA with respect to the relocated boat storage facility.

The Agreement also includes the clear parameters, as established in the original MOU,
regarding the options available for the boat storage facility that protects the City, at the
end of the 25-year Management Agreement.

Replacement, Refurbishment and Repair of Existing Infrastructure

The MMA outlines the capital cost responsibilities for each party.  As part of this
Agreement, the City is responsible to make a one-time repair, replacement, and/or
refurbishment to the existing infrastructure, as it stands today and make Capital
Improvements to the existing Marina (except for the Boat Storage Facility) as required.
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Such one-time repair, replacement and/or refurbishment shall be limited to the areas of
the construction of a new Breakwater structure, the existing Slips in the Main Basin, the
required servicing components, and the Shoreline in the Main Basin.  Such repairs,
replacements, and/or refurbishments, shall be made as reasonably required and shall
be in accordance with the WHWRMP, environmental assessments, and other City of
Hamilton assessments and shall be made with reasonable efforts on or around 2018.

City's Capital and Maintenance Expenditures

From the outset, the parties tried to identify solutions to items that have historically
caused friction since the time of the year 2000 Settlement Agreement.

One such issue was to clearly identify and define the difference between costs
associated with maintenance, which is the responsibility of the HPA, and those
associated with capital, which is the responsibility of the City. After looking at several
different models, the parties agreed that the easiest way to clarify the difference was to
define the items based on an absolute dollar figure.

Therefore, as the City is the owner of the marina, the MMA establishes that the City will
continue to be responsible for all capital improvement expenses for the marina and the
current boat storage facility. For the purposes of this MMA, a capital improvement is
defined by an expense that exceeds the amount of $75,000.00 per item.

Notwithstanding the responsibility, the Agreement ensures that the HPA must discuss
and regularly work with the City on any expected capital improvements, and that the
City is under no obligation to make any capital improvements proposed by the HPA,
except for those required for emergency health and safety concerns.

HPA's Capital and Maintenance Expenditure Responsibilities

Likewise, the MMA states that the HPA shall be responsible for all repair or replacement
maintenance and capital improvement expenses of the marina and the current boat
storage facility (as currently configured), up to and including the threshold amount of
$75,000.00 per item exclusive of internal HPA labour costs. The HPA's maintenance
responsibilities will be capped at $375,000 per calendar year. However, the $375,000
cap is intended solely to permit the HPA certain flexibility in its cash flow and shall not
in any way derogate or limit the HPA's responsibilities or liabilities under this
Agreement, including their capital improvement responsibilities.

However, as stated in Section 20 above, the HPA shall also be responsible for all_costs
for any relocated boat storage facility operations (where the Boat Storage Facility is
relocated to lands not owned by the City).
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The HPA shall be responsible for any maintenance and Capital Improvements above
$75,000.00 CAD caused by its negligence in observing or failing to observe its
Maintenance and Capital Improvement Obligations set out by this Agreement and the
forthcoming Operating and Maintenance Manual.

Both Parties have agreed that when taken together the Agreement clarifies the roles
and responsibilities regarding maintenance and capital expenses, and by defining the
difference based on an absolute dollar figure it allows the Agreement to be easily
interpreted.

Insurance and Indemnification

Legal Services and Risk Management staff were engaged throughout the negotiation
process and as such, both ensured that the Insurance requirements of the MMA were
negotiated through established City standards and policies. The HPA will indemnify the
City for its negligent acts and omissions.

Termination of the Agreement without Cause

The original MOU never contemplated language foreseeing a termination of the
Agreement during the term rather it always assumed that both parties were tied to the
terms of the Agreement throughout the term. As negotiations progressed, both parties
agreed that inserting termination clauses into the Agreement would be prudent, so to
ensure clear terms should the termination be an option for either party.

It was agreed that the termination clauses needed to strike a proper and fair balance
between the general intent of the MMA; that being to establish a continued long-term
relationship between the City and the HPA, with the foresight of ensuring flexibility if
needed. The MMA therefore contains specific language designed to capture all relevant
elements that would need to be addressed if either party seeks to terminate the
Agreement prior to expiry. The MMA outlined two such scenarios:

a) Termination by the City without cause
b) Termination by the HPA without cause

In general, the following are the key elements of compensation that may be applicable
within the two scenarios:

a) Termination by the City without cause
•  loss of remaining annual net profit of the marina operations, of the 25 year

Agreement Term
•  no loss of profit on the relocated Boat Storage Facility
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•  compensation for the acquisition of any assets purchased by the HPA in its own
name, for the relocated Boat Storage Facility, within and up to 10 years of the
termination

•  compensation for any equipment and chattels purchased for Marina operations
•  compensation for a proportionate payment for employee termination costs in lieu

Notwithstanding this, the total compensation to be paid by the City to the HPA, as per
the terms and conditions set out in the MMA, shall be limited to a maximum pay-out by
the City of $12,500,000.

b) Termination by the HPA without cause
•  Compensation to the City to move the Boat Storage Facility, in the event that the

Boat Storage Facility has not been relocated to HPA lands

•  all equipment and chattels purchased for Marina operations are transferred to the
City at no cost

•  the HPA shall compensate the City for the capital costs of development and
construction for the shortfall in expansion slips not built at the time of termination

Notwithstanding this, the total compensation to be paid by the HPA to the City, as per
the terms and conditions set out in the Agreement, shall be limited to a maximum pay-
out by the HPA of $9,850,000.

The clauses have been designed in such a way as to only compensate for losses based
on the remaining term left in the Agreement, meaning that the potential compensation
owed to either party reduces significantly over the term of the Agreement.

Despite the Termination clauses built within the MMA, both parties agreed that the clear
intent of the MMA is for the parties to work together in good-faith throughout the
established term. The termination clauses establish clear, transparent, and objective
measures for compensation, and cover all aspects of the marina business.

ALTERNATIVES FOR CONSIDERATION

The staff recommendations (a) and (b) are as follows:

(a) That the City of Hamilton enter into a 25 year Marina Management Agreement
with the Hamilton Port Authority (HPA) for the management, operation and
maintenance of the City-owned marina facility, located within the Main Basin of
Piers 7 and 8, as described in Report CM12015(b);
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(b) That the Mayor and the City Clerk be authorized and directed to execute the
Marina Management Agreement between the City of Hamilton and the Hamilton
Port Authority, together with all necessary associated documents, in a form
satisfactory to the City Solicitor and with content acceptable to the City Manager;

Alternatively, the staff recommendations can be revised, amended, or referred back to
staff. As the proposed MMA has been negotiated between senior staff of the City of
Hamilton and the HPA, and has been subsequently approved "in-principle" by the HPA
Board of Directors on December 4, 2013, City staff cannot guarantee that alterations to
the MMA would be acceptable to the HPA.

ALIGNMENT TO THE 2012 - 2015 STRATEGIC PLAN

Strategic Priority #1
A Prosperous & Healthy Community

WE enhance our image, economy and well-being by demonstrating that Hamilton is a
great place to five, work, play and leam.

Strategic Objective

1.1
1.2

1.3

1.5

1.6

Continue to grow the non-residential tax base.
Continue to prioritize capital infrastructure projects to support managed growth
and optimize community benefit.
Promote economic opportunities with a focus on Hamilton's downtown core, all
downtown areas and waterfronts.
Support the development and implementation of neighbourhood and City wide
strategies that will improve the health and well-being of residents.
Enhance Overall Sustainability (financial, economic, social and environmental).

APPENDICES AND SCHEDULES ATTACHED

Appendix "A" - Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Re: Long-Term Marina and Boat
Storage Management Agreement & Piers 7-8 Lease Transfer & Partial
Early Termination.

CP/dt
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING ("MOU")

Long-Term Marina and Boat Storage Management Agreement & Piers 7-8
Lease Transfer & Partial Early Termination

5=

With regards Ihe Oft-;/Of Hamilton ("Oil') Report CMI2015 ot August 18, 2012, this
MOU isto €entire1 tiler, subject to the terms of this ÿ1OU, the Hamilton Pert Aÿthorlb/
("HPA") and City have agreed to terminate existing land leases for Piers 7 and 8 as
depicted and further deÿdbed In Appendix =Aÿ- end Alÿpendix "¢2' Furthermore, the
port, s have agreed lo enter Into a new forthcoming Management Agreement in wtiloh
the HPA shaJI manage the operations cf the Marina, Boat Storage and Slip Rentals as
desÿr;ÿed in further detail below and ae net out irÿ lhe forti'ÿemlng Ma, nagement
Agreement- The t'ortlÿmlng Management Agreement shall Supersede ar'XJ replaoa this
MOU.

Thlÿ MOU and forthcoming Marÿagernerÿt Agreement 8hÿll be eÿectlve and [n4otÿe only
upon meeting the for]owing conditions="

b.

¢,

the HPA gives written approval to the City to oxpÿrtd the use of the harbou[
waters by a]l(:evlng the ¢ons#ÿten of the new proposÿ breakwater etÿuctureÿ

e Indÿated In Ihe diagram aÿaohed in Appendix "A";
the City le giver, ample time to review all sub-leases and any related mottgagÿ
the HPA has erÿeÿed irate on Piers 7 and 8; and
subject to the City's revlew of all subleases aa set oul in paragraph 2 b, above,
the Ofty accept the transfer and asWgnment of any sub.teases, as attached arid
further described In/ÿandbÿ "B", !o the City.

L All accepted sub-leases sha]ÿ be #ansfefÿd and ÿ¢ÿslgned from the HPA to
the Clÿ, upon the execution of the forthcomling Management Agreement

ii.  tf the City has any concerns about any sub4ease, IPÿ Perttas agree to work
together to find a mutuaÿ so.tiers,

lil. The Brewer's Marine Supply and Ontario Sailing_ Association leases shall
ramafn with lhe HPA and continue to be the rerÿorÿslbtlity of the HPA.

iv. If ihe Brewer'ÿ Msdne SUpply and Ontario 8ailing Aÿcelatlon eub.leaÿs
are terminated by the HPA, at the City's wÿen toqueS, then the Cÿy shall
pay any oaÿh pÿyouts required to give effe;ÿ to the terminations.

Llpen the ezeÿution of thÿ forlhcomtng Man==gament Agreÿme!lt, the pÿrl|es agree
to terminate the Land-Lease oÿ Piers 1" and 8 on du(y 1ÿ 20!,3

a. Upon the exectltlon of the Managemerÿt Agreement, the HPA agrees to an
mmediate early termination of ÿqe e;ÿistlng land-leases on Pierÿ 7 and 8 beÿtÿaOn
the City Ol Haml!ton and the HPA ÿrom the year 2000 eetltement, leases
attaohed and [utther desorlbed in Appendix "C", and as ]ndk;ated by Areas "Aÿ,
"B", "D", "E" and "G" ÿn t!-ÿ attaehed diagram in Appendl×"Aÿ/.

b. Upon the termination ef the year 2000 settlement leases !or Piers 7 and 8 and
upon the exeoutlon of the Management Agreement, tÿe Partÿes agree that !,he
termirÿatlon provisions of ÿhe year 2000 settlement leases for Pieÿ 7 and 8 ate
nail and void.

o. There v411 be rÿ dlrsot financial cOmpenÿton from the 014ÿ/ for this early
termination or "partial" eady termination.

d. In e&qslder.atlon for the eady termination of the exlst]ng lar4.1eases on Piers 7
and 8, Ihe CJ|y agrees to lease, to the HPA, for a nominal amount per year, for
period of 25 years, 5 aÿte8 el land on Pieÿ 22 for e¢onornic develepmenl
purposes. Thtÿ new lease fÿr Pier ÿ2 wilt be forlhooming as a separate
agreement.

4, HPA to Operate and Montage Merlnÿ - Long-Term Management Agreement

The Parties agree that tÿe HPA shall operate 1he Marina (slip renlals and boat storage,
formerly knoÿ as Harbout Wast) lot 25 years, with an opt(on to e×lend tlÿ tormaÿ
agreement for another ÿ yeats, subject to terms acoeptable to the Oily ÿnd the HPA,
The forthcoming Management Agreement discusses INs in further defÿtf. For eladty, aÿ
summary of some of the larger points of |he Agreement is included below:
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a, Sill} Flentalÿ
•    ÿ HPA shall manage, on the City's behalF, a tolal of approximately 3C0

slips, aÿ depicted end further described In the attached diagram in
Appendix "A°,

•    A party daetgnated by the Cÿt'y shall manage, on lha City'e behalf, a total
of approximately 68 slips and related beat slcÿaga, which ÿ ÿonslstent
with the ÿrent opetatlons,

•     Subject to City" approval, the HPA will be given the opportunity to expend
the number of ÿipa it ranis by appl;oxfmale|y 860 bdngtng the total to
approximataJy 8ÿ0, Fourty-two of the new slips shall be available fct City
USe, at the City's expense.

bÿ Boat Storaÿ Facility
Boat storage ÿapa¢tty (current elze er greater) will be tied to the
forthcoming Iÿ:j-term M0..nagement Agteomarÿt of the Madna, so that the
two operations go 'hand.in.hand",
The current goat Slerage Facility remalns Intact and ÿ.place on Plem 7
and 8, so current,/co.figured (!ndicated by areas "E" and "G" on map
atlached) ÿlntll such time davoloptÿ.nt opp0ÿnitlee present themselves
to the Otty,

*    Final formal Management Agreement chair in,rude a ÿBoat Storage
Releuaÿen" claese that would allow the citytHPA te relocate the Storage
Faciliÿ, with a reasonable notice period, of at least 2 years or otherwise
as expÿ'eesiy agreed by the Partlesÿ during Ihe ter!! el lhis agreemerff,
NoIlces given between the beginning of March to the end of October of
each year shalll be deemed to have been given on the following
November 1= of the same year.

,,    8hÿd the Beÿt ÿtÿraga Facility reside ÿn HPA owned lands at the efld
of the 25 year cor, tte,¢t, the parlJes agree that:

1. Wtÿ regards to Ihe land the Boat Storage Facility resides on, fne
HPA =hÿli

o v,,ith ttle City's mutual consent, reflew the Management
Agreement, or

o sail the subject land ca v,tÿleh the Storage Facllffy resides
en to the City at the lair market value of 1he vacat'ÿ ÿand, or

o leÿsa the subject ÿand on wh!oh the Storage Faeirfcf
esldea on to the CRy at the fa[r market value ef the vacant

land, or
o as an alternative, ÿhe HPA may aontinue to operate the

boat storage operation with the Cfty'o mutual cerÿ.",ent,
2, Wtth regards to the Boat Storage bulldlags, aÿatBÿ ehaItels,

fixture.ÿ and equÿmeat, the HPA shall:
o with the CitY'S mutual consent, renew the Management

Agreement, or
o lease them to the City for St per year.

d. Capital Cost Allocation
•    The C;Iy shall pay for Capital Improvements lot the "Shoreline

Impmvementÿ / Protection' and the "BreakwaterA,ÿavsbreak', as indlcated
in tltte West Hat#our Recreation Maÿtat Pÿan (WHRMP) ÿnd subsequent
Oity of Hamilton Environmental Assessment&

•     Subject to paragraph 4 e. boÿow, the City ahalt pay for the capital
repÿacementlupgmdes of the current slips ÿn the Maÿn Basin (ÿIIp8 to be
Identified on ÿ map in Lhe agreement).
The Capital Improvements to be made by the City to the Shoreline,
Breakwater and exlalinÿ slips shall, with best efforts, be made by 2017.

,    All all tlmeÿ as pÿtee£4bed and detailed by the fodhcomlng Management
Agreement, the HPA st'roll me.tinge ane maintain the Marlnÿ Faclliÿ whkÿh
includes ell the facl!lbles, btJlldlngs, eClUlpÿenl, Iÿreakwater structures,
sllps, ]and ÿnd any other structure, feature or aspect of the Marina.
The HPA shall pay 100% cost for any irÿrease in the number of slÿps
within the Maln Basin, end there(ere the HPA, through II, s operaÿng lease
for the Marina, In occultation with ihe City, would develop 1he phaÿng
and timing of anysllp expansion,

•     In the everÿt of the boat ÿorege faClItl;y being ra-loÿted, the HPA shall
pay ÿor ! 00% of the Capful Cost for the new beat storage ÿraÿllty.
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Revenue AtTÿ-ation
•    The HPA shall continue to ¢olleat 100% of Ihe eÿ'stJng bcÿt storage and

slip rental revenue, ÿed on the current lands and capacity,
•    "l'lÿe pa.-,ties agree to share a porlton of the revenues and/or proflls from

ny expansion ef the marina and slips. The partÿes agree that no eÿpltal
rep!acements, or upgrades ÿll be mÿdg to the marina or slips, as
escrlbed In paragraph 4 d,, ,,Wÿout an agrsÿd upon revenue and/or prefit

cÿlcula|1ÿrÿ er formula.
•    The t'evenua and/or profit ÿharing ÿloulatten or formula may be

negotiated and agreed upon, by t.ho partlss, at a tat, or tfme then the date
eÿ' exÿcul}on o! this MOU ÿnd lerlhcoming Management Agreement. Any
suah ealculatton or formula maT,

(i) be irÿcluded in and beaame a part of the Ma.nsgemen| Agreement
.ÿt amendment; or

(ll) tt shÿl form part ef arÿl be detailed in a now rsvenuÿpreflt sharing
agreement,

•    The HPA agrees to transfer any aÿ all sub-leases to the City of Hamilton
upon tettninatlen el the current existing Pÿer 8 Leasÿ agreemetlt, and the
City of Hamilton will retain all revenue atMbuted to the existing subqea.ses
remaininÿ on ÿa Pÿer @ tanÿ as described tn ÿeeflon 6,

.    The Cfty of Hamilton agrÿ to provtdÿ rÿaÿabtÿ "Nollce of
Termlllation" to the existing sob tanarÿiÿ/ocÿupants located on the Pier
8 iÿnds, [re ÿhB ewnt ÿhe Ciÿy ÿ'ÿlres alÿ er any part et thÿ sadd Iÿnds prior
to the expiration of the ÿrrent leases,

5. "ÿI,8 MOUae, d terl]3ÿming Mae, agement Agreamÿt shall supemede and repines arÿy
previous oral anger wt.,!,ten agreement and/at understanding of the pÿrtiss (includlrÿJ,
without limitlng the foregoing, any previously execuÿd ÿgteement or other document}
with ÿ'espeet to [[he ÿpecltte subjeÿ matter of this MOU.

6ÿ Thÿ MOU and/ÿ feÿ,omltÿO Management Agreement may be termlnatÿ vÿth the
mutual written consent of both pÿrties,

7. Thÿs MOU shall be exeouted In seXtUp|loata.

g. ?his MOU shall automatl¢ally terminate if no Management Agreement ÿs agread upon
and exemuted by July 1,20!3.

Executed by Hamtlton Port Authotlty thtsÿ.ÿ day of ÿ, 20 t;3.

THE HAMILTON PORT AUTHORITY

Pet: ÿÿÿndO,E,O

Mr'ÿ5ÿqÿ'ÿtart, C.A,O, / Corporate 8ecretÿ

Executed by The 0 ty of Hami ton this dÿy ot  ........  R013.

3'HE CITY OF HAÿIL"i'ON

Peÿ:
Chris ÿrray, CIt,] Manager

Per:
Robert Brallna, lÿayor


